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I AM not being unpatriotic, but I don't buy the
 pitch of Philippine Basketball Association
 commissioner Noli Eala to support the national
 team in its campaign in the Asian Games and the
 ABC (Asian Basketball Confederation), the
 qualifying tournament for the Olympic Games.
 The idea is great, but it is not practical.

 In the Olympics, Eala should accept that tall players definitely have the
 advantage over their shorter opponents, which places the Filipinos --
 who are not meant to be genetically tall -- at a great disadvantage. Our
 only chances in the Games are in boxing, bowling, billiards and chess if
 ever the last three disciplines are included in the Olympics calendar.

 In the Asian Games, the Philippines will find it very difficult to beat
 the current crop led by powerhouse China, much-improved South
 Korea, Kazakhstan and emerging Lebanon.

 Since 1990 have we beaten China in basketball? In the last Asian
 Games, the national team, composed of PBA players, lost to China,
 Korea and Kazakhstan in the medal race.

 And in this year's ABC tournament, the Philippines finished a dismal
 15th, second to last. It was the country's worst ever in the 43-year-
history of the Olympic qualifier.

 In my opinion, those embarrassing setbacks are some of the major
 reasons why the Filipino fans have been slowly shying away from
 most of the PBA games despite all the media hype and hoopla. The
 fans want winners, not certified losers.

 When Filipino athletes shine in the world sporting arena, the fans
 rejoice. Don't you notice the celebration after each sensational
 achievement of a Filipino athlete? The adulation is nationwide like
 when Onyok Velasco won the silver medal in the 1996 Atlanta
 Olympic Games; or when the fabled Gabriel "Flash" Elorde captured
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 the junior lightweight title on March 16, 1960 by stopping Harold
 Gomes. They celebrated, too, when Paeng Nepomuceno emerged
 Bowling World Cup champion and Eugene Torre became Asia's and
 the Philippines' first chess grandmaster.

 Billiards, once associated with gamblers and hustlers, is now respected
 and widely appreciated because of the extraordinary achievements in
 world pool by Efren "Bata" Reyes and Francisco "Django"
 Bustamante. See the effect of their accomplishments?

 Similarly, basketball enjoyed unprecedented following in the 1950s
 and 1960s when the Philippines was the most dominant country in
 Asia. It all started in 1954 when the national team, led by Hall of
 Famers Carlos Loyzaga and Lauro Mumar, landed a magnificent third
 in the World Basketball Championship in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The
 Filipinos were perennial champions in the Asian Games and the ABC
 series in the 1960s before the decline set in.

 In the Beijing Asian Games in 1990 when the PBA first assumed the
 responsibility of representing the Philippines in the Asiad, millions of
 Filipinos obsessed with winning the title were broken-hearted when the
 team finished second behind host China. Another PBA team placed
 fourth in Hiroshima in 1994 while the PBA Centennial Team salvaged
 third in Bangkok in 1998. In Busan last year, the Philippines dropped
 to fourth.

 I could be wrong, but statistics showed that PBA attendance suffered
 after each debacle in the Asian Games. This is aggravated by other
 problems such as mounting complaints against poor officiating, loss of
 television and radio revenues and ratings, the drug scandal and
 unpleasant reports linking well-connected insiders to the importation of
 several Fil-foreign players with dubious documents.

* * *

CHEERS AND JEERS. I know for a fact that the father-and-son
 shooting team of Tom Ong and Nathaniel "Tac" Padilla spends
 valuable time, money and effort in preparing for an international
 tournament. Tac, in particular, has been training in earnest the last few
 months in his bid to regain the rapid fire pistol event of this year's SEA
 Games in Vietnam. "I hope not to disappoint my countrymen," said the
 39-year-old Padilla, general manager of Spring Cooking Oil. Then 12
 years old, Tac Padila stunned the sporting world when he won the
 World Junior Shooting Championships in Mexico in 1976... Another
 Filipino athlete worth watching is champion runner Eduardo "Vertek"
 Buenavista. A protégé of athletics president Go Teng Kok, the 29-year-
old Buenavista is entered in three events in the SEAG -- the 3,000-
meter steeplechase, 5,000m run and the 10,000 meters, where he is
 favored to win the gold medal. All the best!...
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